Sample Union Resolution to join Labor for Our Revolution

Whereas:  Labor for Our Revolution is a network of national, regional, and local unions, as well as other labor organizations, union members and activists that promotes the goals of Our Revolution and is engaged in campaigns to support workers’ rights, protect and promote collective bargaining, organize the unorganized, and contribute to building a broader movement for social and economic justice, and

Whereas: Where appropriate, Labor for Our Revolution also supports electoral politics -- from ballot initiatives to Our Revolution-endorsed candidates at both the primary and general election levels, and

Whereas: Labor for Our Revolution unites labor organizations that seek to build broader support for continuing the political revolution that was evident in the Bernie Sanders' primary campaign, and

Therefore be it Resolved: <Name of Labor Organization> votes to join and support Labor for Our Revolution and support Our Revolution’s campaigns and candidates; and

Be It further Resolved: <Name of Labor Organization> will educate our members about Our Revolution and its platform and Labor for Our Revolution campaigns to support working people.

Adopted <date> by <membership, executive board or council, etc.> of <Name of labor organization>.

Contact information for our organization’s liaison to Labor for Our Revolution:
Name ________________________________________________________________

Title _________________________  Union ________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP ______________________________________________________

Email ___________________________ Phone ______________________________

Please return resolutions of support to LaborforOurRevolution@gmail.com